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Abstract: HP-model is one of the most successful and well-studied simplified lattice models of protein
folding. It uses mathematical abstraction of proteins for hiding many aspects of the folding process and
works as hypothesis generator. Due to the NP-hardness results of the protein folding problem many
approximation algorithms, have been used to solve it. In the paper, the method for finding low energy
conformations of proteins, based on the tabu search strategy, has been proposed. The algorithm has been
extensively tested and the tests showed its very good performance.
1. INTRODUCTION
For the last few decades scientists have been trying to find a law that drives the protein
folding process. Over forty years ago the experiments of Christian B. Anfinsen and coworkers [1,2] showed that proteins can fold reversibly, and native structures of some globular
proteins are thermodynamically stable. They are the conformations at the global minima of
their accessible free energies. Those observations quickly led to the puzzling aspects of
theprotein folding problem, known as "Levinthal's Paradox" [15]. It can be paraphrased as
follows "How can a folding protein choose so quickly among so many possible foldings
the one with the minimum energy?" [5]. Throughout decades of studies and experiments many
theories and models, concerning that question, have been widely investigated. Among these
are some simplified models, sometimes called simple exact models, that use mathematical
abstraction of proteins for hiding many aspects of the folding process and exaggerate the effects of the others.
One of the most successful and well-studied simplified models is the HP-model (H hydrophobic amino acid, P - polar) proposed by Dill [6]. The aim of this model is to
investigate the way hydrophobic interactions influence protein folds, whether delocalized
"solvation" code is essential or not. HP-model was proposed on the basis of observations that
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most of hydrophobic amino acids are buried in the core of the protein, and moreover, there are
very few conformations of the full chain that can bury nonpolar amino acids to the greatest
possible degree [6-8].
In the basic HP-model each amino acid is represented as a bead (black bead - hydrophobic, white - polar) and the connecting bonds are represented as lines. The whole
conformation is embedded in the two (or more) dimensional lattice. The background lattice
simply divides the space into monomer-sized units. A lattice site may be either empty or filled
with one bead. The bond angles have only a few discrete values, dictated by the structure of
the lattice [7]. For each conformation one can compute the value of an energy function, which
models free energies of protein folds. One of the simplest forms of the energy function counts
each one of HH-contacts and multiplies it by a constant lower than zero. Two amino acids
create HH-contact if they are topological neighbours and they are not connected by a bond
(Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Different types of conformations in HP-model (H - black,
P - white): A) A native conformation on two dimensional lattice
with included HH-contacts (dotted
line) B) A suboptimal conformation on 3D lattice, C) A native
conformation on 2D-triangular
lattice

There have been several NP-hardness (or NP-completeness) results related to protein
folding, in the simplified models. (Basically, it means that the problem considered cannot be
solved optimally within reasonable time, i.e. polynomial time). In 1993 Unger and Moult
showed that finding the native conformation in a number of simplified models is the NP-hard
problem [22]. Four years later two independent teams proved that decision version of
the folding problem in 2D and 3D HP-model is NP-complete [5, 4].
Due to the NP-hardness results many computer scientists have tried to find a fast
approximation algorithms for searching an enormous number of the protein states. Most of
the applied methods have been based on the search approaches such as Molecular Dynamics
and Monte Carlo [3]. Ungert and Moult have shown an implementation of a Genetic
Algorithm (GA), that is much faster than the traditional MC in the lattice tests [21]. O'Toole
and Panagitopoulus have adapted some variants of chain growth method for folding copolymer [19]. A core-directed growth method (CG), based on nearly the same idea have been
proposed by Beutler and Dill [3]. Toma and Toma have shown the contact interactions method
[20]. An approximation algorithm, that works in the linear time and guarantees that the energy
of the found conformation is at least equal to 3/8 of the optimal value, have been shown by
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Hart and Istrail [14]. Moreover at least one exact algorithm was proposed by Yue and Dill in
[23], and is called CHCC. It searches the whole space of the conformations of a given
sequence using Branch and Bound Method. An overview of the methods applied in HP-model
can be found in [3]. In general, constraints and cutting that have been applied in the exact
models restrict a complexity of the search space from 5n (in case of 3D model, and sequence
length n) to circa 1.125n [24, 23], but the solution space remains still very large.
The aim of this paper is to implement the tabu search metaheuristic approach in the context
of the considered problem [9, 10, 13]. Presented algorithm differs from the one proposed by
Lesh and co-workers [16] at RECOMB 2003 mainly in the moves definition. It was proposed
independently in the same time and presented during the poster session at the same conference. Extensive computational tests showed its very good performance for the HP-model in
two-dimensional space.
The setup of the paper is as follows. Section 2 recalls basic HP-model. Section 3 presents
the new method for the calculation of protein conformations based on the tabu search
approach. Section 4 shows and discusses the results of the computational experiments. Section
5 contains conclusions.
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION
General idea of the HP-model is presented in the Introduction section, so in the following
paragraphs more formal way of defining HP-model is given.
2.1. T w o dimensional HP-model
A problem of finding a conformation with a minimal energy can be defined as a minimization of an energy function, defined as follows:
(1)
where:
(2)
where:
- s - a sequence of amino acids containing n elements; si — 1, if an amino acid on the i-th
position in the sequence is hydrophobic; si = 0, if an amino acid on the i-th position is polar;
- a - a vector of (n - 2) angles defined by consecutive triples of amino acids in the sequence;
ai- {0°, 90°, - 9 0 ° } ;
- HHc - a function that counts each pair of such hydrophobic amino acids, that are not
neighbours in the sequence, but they are neighbours on the lattice (they are topological
neighbours);
- ξ - a constant lower than zero, that defines the influence ratio of hydrophobic contacts on
the value of conformational free energy; in most cases one can assume, that this ratio is equal
to - 1 (ξ = -1);
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Additionally one has to introduce two more constraints: two neighbours in the sequence
must be topological neighbours and each site of the lattice can be occupied only by one bead,
so it is necessary to constrain values of Euclidean distance between a pair of amino acids dist i , j (a):
(3)
(4)
Each solution x
amino acid conformation. For each instance of the problem, the sequence s is explicitly given.
For the given sequence s, solution space Ω is a set of all possible pairs {a, s}. The size of
the solution space |Ω| is the number of different values of vector a.
3. THE ALGORITHM
Following the model introduced in Section 2 we will present a new method for
the calculation of the protein conformations based on the tabu search approach.
3.1. T a b u search for the basic HP-model
The proposed algorithm is based on Tabu Search (TS) strategy, which has been proposed
by Fled Glover [9, 13]. One has to define some main elements of this strategy to adapt it to
the problem. In the following paragraphs one can find definitions of such elements of
the strategy in the questions like: neighbourhood, move, stop condition, tabu list, aspiration
levels.
Move
Move r transforms each solution x from the set of all solutions Ω into another solution
Three variants of the move are defined:
1.

Move is defined as a change of a single angle in vector a for the sequence s as
follows:
(a) if the value of angle ai = 0°, then the new value of angle ai' can be taken as
the one from the following set: {90°, - 9 0 ° } ,
(b) if the value of angle ai - 90° or ai = -90°, then the new value of angle ai' can be
equal to 0°.

2.

Move is defined as a change of a single angle in vector a for the sequence s as
follows:
(a) value of angle ai, can be substituted by the value ai'

3.

{-90°, 0°, 90°}\{a i }.

Move is defined as a change of one, two or three consecutive angles from vector a for
the given sequence s as follows:
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{-90°, 0°, 90°}\{ ai }

(b) values of angles ai and ai+1 where i < n - 2, can be substituted by ai' and ai'+
such that ai'

{-90°, 0°, 90°}\{ai} and ai+1

1

{-90°, 0°, 90°}\{ai + 1}

(c) values of angles ai, ai+1 and ai+2, where i < n - 3, can be substituted by ai',
ai'+1 and ai'+2, such that ai'

{-90°, 0°, 90°}\{a i } and ai'+1

{-90°, 0°, 90°}\{a i+1 }

{-90°, 0°, 90°}\{a, +2 }.

and ai+2

Proposed set of the moves guarantees fast search among different conformations of
the proteins, because each move may have wide ranging effects. Changes of angles occur only
on the consecutive positions, and in that sense moves are local.
Neighborhood
For the given sequence s solution x' is in the neighbourhood of solution x, if and only if
a move such as x
x

r

x' exists.

Set of solutions N(x) is called the neighbourhood if for each x'
r
x' exists.

N(x) move r such as

Tabu list and tabu condition
The tabu list that contains forbidden moves, consists of single or triple angles changed in
a single move, and the positions in which each change occurred. Formal definitions are as
follows:
Definition 1
The tabu list is a n-elementary cyclic list; each element of the list is an ordered pair {b, i},
where b is a m-elementary vector of modified (in single move) angle values; m is equal to
a maximal number of modifications, that can be done in a single move; i N and i < n — 2 is
a position of the change (the position of the first angle from b in a).
Into the tabu list inserted are those values of angles, that are being changed as the effect of
doing a selected move. It means that reversed move becomes forbidden for next n-iterations.
Definition 2
Set offeasible moves R is composed by only such moves r that transform solution x, described
by angle vector a, into solution x', described by a', such that conditions (3) and (4) are
fulfilled.
The tabu condition, that defines the set of forbidden moves Rz

R, can be defined on

the basis of the definitions given above:
Definition 3
Each move r belongs to the set of forbidden moves Rz, if and only if it transforms a solution
given by a into a solution described by vector a', such that a pair {b, i}, for which
b = [ai'...,ai'+m ], exists on the tabu list.
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Aspiration criteria
The searching procedure can make a transition from solution x into x' by making the move
r

Rz, if two conditions are simultaneously fulfilled:
- the value of energy E(2) of solution x' is lower than energy Emin of the current best
solution,
- there is no solution x"

N(x'), such that r

Rz,

x

r

x" and energy Ex"

E.

Stop criteria
The algorithm executes the searching procedure lruns times (each execution is called a run),
each time starting from a different solution (e.g. the best solution in previous run) and using
the same or different variants of moves. Each run ends if one of the stop conditions is fulfilled:
- a given number lit of iterations has been achieved,
- a given lower bound of energy Emin has been reached,
- a computed lower bound of energy Emin has been reached - computed by the sequence
analysis,
- all possible moves are forbidden and aspiration criteria for any of them are not fulfilled,
after reaching the upper bound, have been made.
- a given number of iterations
Lower and upper bounds
A lower bound of energy is such in its value, that the optimal solution has the value equal
or greater than the one mentioned. In fact, it is impossible to compute optimal energy only by
analyzing amino acid sequence without conformations. In most cases the lower bound is
underestimated (note, that the considered problem is a minimization one). It is lower than
the energy of the optimal conformation. One can compute the lower bound on the basis of
the observation, that in the optimal conformations, the shape of the core is usually the square
like and the area of this "square" is equal to a number of hydrophobic amino acids. The simplest lower bound can be computed as follows:
(5)
where:
- nH-a number of hydrophobic amino acids in sequence s;
- a(n)

=

An upper bound is such a value of the energy, that can be reached for sure and it can be
given as follows:
(6)
where:
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- a number of hydrophobic amino acids on even positions in sequence s,
- a number of hydrophobic amino acids on odd positions in sequence s.

Generation of the starting solution
Some conformational motifs can be found quite often in optimal conformations, so the idea
of creating thestarting solutions is touse this knowledge tocreatesome desirableconforma-

Fig. 2. Some short motifs from optimal
conformations

tional fragments at the beginning of the search. During the search this conformational
fragments can be changed.
Some samples of such motifs are presented in Fig. 2.
Strategy of choice
The neighbourhood N(x) of given solution x can consist of many solutions with equally
good energies. In such case one has to decide which one to choose for the next step. The strategy of choice is the way of choosing two elements:
- turning point(s) - an element of angle vector a that should be changed,
- angle(s) value(s) - the value of its change.
Turning points can be chosen randomly, or the next element from the vector of the angles
can be preferred. Additionally the choice of a particular angle value can be related to
the frequency of its occurrence on the given position. One can also search for the particular
motifs in the sequence, where changes have any sense, e.g. one can assume, that the most
preferred turning points are triplets hph in the sequence. In fact, the choice of a particular
method or a motif is greatly dependent on the problem instance.
Diversification
The aim of the diversification procedure is to change the focus of the searching procedure
from a current fragment of the conformational space to another, probably not yet explored.
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One of the diversification methods can be rewriting s in the reverse order, without making any
changes to the vector a of the angles.
Constraints on the solution space
Solution space Ω can be easily constrained on the basis of the observation that for each
solution x with nonzero angle vector a, solution x' exists, such that angle vector a' = (-l)a.
A conformation defined by a is the mirror image of the conformation defined by a', so both
conformations have the same energy.
Taking into account the above observations one can easily propose the searching strategy,
that constrains solution space Ω to Ω

Ω, such that:
(7)

Additionally one can apply some simple conditions to constrain the solution space more
efficiently - for example one can add definitions of some forbidden combinations of
the angles values (e.g. values of three consecutive angles cannot be equal to 90°) in the aim
not to compute values of energy for unrealistic conformations.
4. RESULTS OF COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS AND THEIR DISCUSSION
The algorithm was implemented in C language and tested for a wide range of parameters
on several benchmark sequences commonly found in the literature [3, 16, 20, 21].
In this section the results of the tests are presented. The relations among the tabu list sizes,
the energy values, and the time of computations are shown on the charts.
Instances used for testing purposes can be found in Table 1.
Most of all tests have been done on PC with AMD Duron 700 MHz processor, under
Linux OS.
The computational experiment contained the following phases:
1. A test of the algorithm for the parameters (see below) chosen during the pre-tests in an
implementation phase. Tests where made on the whole space of sequences from 5 to 12
amino acids length. The optimal solutions were found before using an exhaustive
enumeration.
2. A test of the algorithm on instances from [3] with loosely-tuned parameters (cf. Table 1).
3. Final tuning of the algorithm parameters for the above instances (cf. Table 1).
In the first phase of the test, the tabu algorithm with the following parameters has been
used:
-

the second variant of moves;

-

the stop condition: as defined above with a number of runs equal to two; a number of
iterations for the first phase was equal to 1000 (per run);
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- the aspiration criteria were used;
- for choosing the turning point a pseudorandom generator was used;
- a procedure that generates the starting solution on the basis of the conformational motifs,
was used.
Table 1. Test sequences for two dimensional HP -model from [3] and [16].H - hydrophobic, P - polar

The optimal solutions for all sequences in range from 5 to 12 were found in the first phase.
A size of the tabu list is strongly dependent on the instance of the problem, but some sizes of
the tabu list gave the best results. In figures (Fig. 3 and 4) one can find average distances from
the optimum and the percentage of the optimal solutions found in relation to the tabu list sizes,
for different lengths of the sequences. Most of the optimal solutions were found (at least for
one the tabu list size) after the first run (before diversification).
In the second phase of the tests, firstly computations for loosely-tuned (the same for all
sequences) parameters have been made, and later on better parameters for each sequence have
been found. The tabu algorithm with the following parameters has been used:
-

the second variant of the moves was used in the first phase, and the third in the second
phase;
the stop condition: as defined above with a number of runs equal to two, a number of
iterations for the second phase was equal to 1000 iterations;
the aspiration criteria were used;
for choosing turning points frequencies of the angles' values were used;
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the procedure generating the starting solution w a s used;
a more p r e f e r r e d change of an angle in the chosen position w a s a change f r o m v a l u e 0° to
90°;

-

a tabu list size w a s equal to 20.

Fig. 3. A relation between optimal solutions found and the tabu list sizes for sequences from 10 to 12
amino acids length

Fig. 4. A relation between average distances from the optimal solutions (in sense of differences in values
of energy) and the tabu list sizes for sequences from 10 to 12 amino acids length (the whole spectrum of
sequences has been considered)

The computations for each sequence h a v e lasted no longer then 30 seconds, and
the optimal solution for sequences 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 has been found, for the sequence no. 5 con-
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formation with the energy equal to -22 has been found, for the sequence no. 7 the energy was
equal -33 and for the sequence no. 8-39 (cf. Table 1).
In the third phase the parameters of the tabu algorithm were fine-tuned for each sequence
independently, and then for the sequences no. 7 and 8 optimal solutions have been found. That
is, the tabu list sizes were changed in the way shown in Table 2, while variant of the moves in
the first run was changed from the second one into the first (for sequences 1, 3, 6). What's
more for sequence no. 7 a number of iterations in each run was increased up to 10000,
aspiration conditions was turn off in the first run, the tabu list size was lowered to 10. For
the sequence no. 8 a change of the tabu list size only was necessary - the optimal solution
were found just after 378 iterations and 43597 energy computations (cf. [16] sequence S64).
For sequence no. 5 the tabu list size was lowered to 5, for choosing turning points a pseudorandom generator was used, a number of iterations was increased up to 2000 per run,
the procedure generating starting solution was not used and the search space was constrained
by fixing the value of the first angle in the sequence to 90° (after a diversification of the last
angle in the sequence).
Table 2. A comparison of the results obtained by methods GA, CI, CG, and TS, based on [3] for 2D HPmodel. Times for GA (Genetic Algorithms) [21] and CI (Contact Interactions) [20] methods were
estimated. For CG [3] method an average time to find the optimum were presented. Empty field in
the table means, that no optimal solution was found for the method in question

1) The algorithm performed on SUN SPARC1.
2) The algorithm performed on AMD Duron 700 MHz.
3) The best energy found by TS.
4) The tabu list size.
5) Number of hydrophobic amino acids in a sequence.
6) The optimal solution was also found by GTabu method used by Lesh [16] in time < 1800 [s]. For
sequences 1-7 results for that method were not presented.

For longer sequences from [16] (no. 9-11) our algorithm did not find optimal solutions, but
for roughly chosen parameters quite good suboptimal solutions were found in a reasonable
time (cf. Table 2).
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Method comparison
In comparison to the w e l l k n o w n strategies, mentioned in the introduction, the tabu search
algorithm (TS) g i v e s v e r y g o o d results for the HP-model with a rectangular lattice. In T a b l e 2
one can see a comparison of the tabu search (TS) results with those g i v e n in the Beutler and
Dill [3] for Genetic A l g o r i t h m s (GA), Contact Interactions (CI) and Coredirected Growth
Method (CG).
In fact, one can say that ranges of the computation times for TS place it as one of
the leaders.

5. C O N C L U S I O N S
In this paper, a n e w method for finding l o w energy conformations of proteins in
the HP-model, has been proposed. It is a variant of the tabu search strategy adapted for
the considered problem. The method w a s implemented independently f r o m that presented in
[16] and w a s presented during the same conference - R E C O M B 2 0 0 3 . It u s e s the p r o b l e m
domain k n o w l e d g e , such as conformational motifs. The p r o p o s e d algorithm has a v e r y g o o d
performance and finds the optimal conformations for all short sequences f r o m 5 to 12 amino
acids length. For eight benchmark sequences for the 2D HP-model with the rectangular lattice
optimal solutions w e r e found in a v e r y short time in comparison with other heuristic
approaches.
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